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NASH SOLUTIONS – Practice News
ATO Warnings
We would like to remind clients that if you receive a letter from the ATO please read it carefully
as it may include critical information. If you have any queries in regards to the letter please
contact your tax agent.
Scams and Bogus Emails
We would like to remind clients that the ATO will never send you an email requesting you to
claim your refund, confirm, update or disclose confidential details via an insecure channel such
as email. You should always independently verify the source before taking any action. If you
receive communication of this nature do not respond to it. The banks and PayPal have also been
the subject of similar scams in recent times.
Our Nash Solutions Email Policy
We take this opportunity to remind clients that we check our emails at regular intervals during the
day and seek to respond to all emails and telephone calls on a timely basis. This policy provides
an adequate response to the vast majority of enquiries. However, if you have an urgent matter
that must be dealt with on an immediate basis then please send us a detailed email brief of the
situation and then also contact us by telephone to ensure your matter is escalated.

At Nash Solutions our goal is to provide holistic solutions to client problems, to grow our client
businesses and investments and to accumulate client wealth for their retirement. We seek to
deliver this by providing accurate, timely and proactive advice.
We value our relationship and if you have any like-minded business associates who could benefit
from Nash Solutions services then we would be most grateful for your referral.

CLIENT PROCESSING –Taxation Compliance
2015 Processing Update: We remind clients that lodgement and due dates have passed and
late lodgement penalties may be applied. Early lodgement avoids the risk of penalty.
2016 Year Close: We remind clients that 2016 year-end tax planning must be completed before
30 June. Contact us now in order to complete your review.

Tax Lodgement

Due Dates#

July BAS

21/08/16

Monthly BAS/IAS

21st of next month

2016 Fringe Benefits Tax annual return for tax agent
(lodging electronically) Payment required 28th May

25/06/16

Super Contributions must be paid by this date to qualify for
a Tax Deduction for 15/16 year
2016 Tax Returns for clients with outstanding 2015 or
Prior year returns

30/06/16

31/10/16

# Further extension may be available, contact us if you have an exceptional circumstance which might delay your lodgement.

FINANCE SOLUTIONS – Getting ahead on your loans^

We are currently experiencing some of the lowest interest rates we have had in decades, what
we need to remember, is that the interest rates will not stay this way forever. You should be
taking this time to pay down your loans as best as you are able to.
You probably don't want to be a borrower forever. Presumably you don't want to live the rest of
your life with large debt hanging over your head. If you are like most borrowers, you’ll want to
have your loan paid off and be debt free as quickly as possible.
If you’ve just borrowed or you’re just about to borrow, the day when you make the final payment
on your property/car/business may seem like a very long way away. And let’s face it, it probably
will be.
But don’t despair. You can take steps to pay your loan off faster and save a heap of money in the
process. Below is a guide to getting ahead on your loans.
Warning: Strategies to reduce your home loan faster may not be the best tax strategy if
you intend to keep your home as a future rental property and upgrade to a better home.
Contact us for alternative strategies.
Saving on interest payments
Paying off a loan early can literally save you thousands of dollars in interest repayments. The
way it works is simple.
Your minimum monthly loan repayment for a principal and interest loan is calculated on how
much per month is needed to pay off the balance of the loan or principal over the loan term, plus
the interest that has been accrued on that balance.

Understanding Principal and Interest
If interest rates didn’t change, the dollar figure amount of your loan repayment wouldn’t change
either. What would change, however, is the percentage or ratio of how much of the repayment is
paying off principal, and how much of that repayment is servicing interest costs. When you begin
paying back a loan, the majority of the loan repayment is servicing the interest, while the
remainder of the repayment is paying off the principal.
As you pay more and more off the principal, the interest portion of the repayment will be less,
which means that the principal portion will be more. Towards the end of the loan term, the
majority of the repayment is principal, while the remaining portion of the repayment is servicing
the interest.
Benefits of extra repayments
One of the main benefits of making extra repayments towards your loan is that it takes less time
to pay off a loan and you pay less in interest. What this means to you is that the more principal
you can pay off by putting extra funds into the loan, the more of your repayment will go towards
paying off the loan, rather than being dedicated to servicing the interest.
Let’s have a look at this a little more closely. Let’s say you took a principal and interest loan of
$150,000 over a term of 25 years, and your interest rate was 6.50 per cent. Let’s also say, for the
purpose of this example that your interest rate didn’t change for the term of the loan.
If you had been paying only the minimum monthly payment and nothing extra, when you make
your last repayment, or 300th monthly payment, not only will you have paid back $150,000 of
principal, but also about $153,800 of interest as well. That is a very significant amount.
If you had paid the loan off in 20 years, you would have paid about $118,400 in interest. That is
$35,400 you save in interest costs if you pay off your loan five years more quickly.
If you repaid the loan in 10 years, your interest repayments drop to about $54,000, which is a
difference of nearly $100,000 compared to repaying the loan over 25 years. That’s $100,000 in
your pocket!
So, plan wisely and try to repay as much as you can earlier. Later in this section, we’ll look at
some ideas and loan products you can use to help repay your loan more quickly.
Organise a budget and have a plan!
If you don’t know where you are going, how do you know when you get there? Its fine to throw a
few extra dollars into your loan each month, but it is much easier to motivate yourself when you
have some goals. You can do this in two ways.
The first option is to sit down and work out a budget for yourself. Work out what your total
monthly after-tax income is, then subtract all your necessary expenses. Don’t forget to include
your minimum monthly loan repayment. Factor in lifestyle expenses, such as entertainment and
holidays as a monthly figure, and don’t forget to add in one-off annual expenses such as
insurance, car registration, etc.
What you have left will be savings. You can then work out how much time and money you will
save by paying off what you have left over on a regular basis.
The second option is to work out the maximum time for which you want to be in debt. Let’s say
you said 10 years is the longest you want to take to pay off your loan. You can calculate your

required repayments over a ten year period using the calculators on the Nash Solutions website.
This will give you a weekly or monthly figure that you will be required to pay if you want to be
debt free in ten years.

Make sure you get the right loan
Getting the right loan the first time is a huge consideration when it comes to saving money. You
need to make sure your loan is best suited to your circumstances.
Most variable-rate loans will allow you to make extra repayments with no extra costs, and will not
limit the amount or regularity of extra repayments you can make.
This may not apply to fixed-rate loans or interest-only loans. Most lenders will limit the amount of
extra repayments you can make without incurring extra fees over a specific period of time on
fixed rate loans. This may be around $5,000 to $10,000 per year, so make sure if you want that
flexibility in a fixed-rate loan, ask for it.
Not being able to make extra repayments may also apply during the ‘honeymoon’ period of a
honeymoon or introductory-rate loan. Again, check with your lender or broker what limitations the
products you are being offered have.
Let’s now have a look at some of the variable-rate product features that will allow you to use
extra funds to pay your loan off earlier.
Redraw facility
A redraw facility allows you to put what money you have left over on a regular basis into the loan,
and then take out those extra funds should you wish to do so
A loan with a redraw facility is generally cheaper by way of the interest rate and fees charged
than ‘bells and whistles’ type loans with added features. However, limit yourself to only putting
what you have ‘extra’ into the loan itself.
These types of loans are generally good for low to medium income earners, or for those that
have trouble saving money or budgeting. The extra money you put into your redraw facility is not
only coming off your loan for interest calculations, but is a way of ‘forcing’ you to save money at
the same time.
Offset loans
A 100 per cent offset account is similar in principle to an all-in-one account. Rather than holding
all of your money in one home-loan account, a 100 per cent offset facility is a separate account
run in conjunction with your home-loan account. It operates like a transaction account with an
interest rate equal to that charged on your loan account.
For example, if your loan balance is $120,000 in a regular loan account, interest would be
calculated on a daily basis and charged to the account each month on that full amount. If you
have a 100 per cent offset account where you place all your earnings, and the balance of your
savings is, say, $10,000, that money acts to reduce the balance on your home loan. Rather than
earn interest on the $10,000 at the current term-deposit rate, which is always lower than the
interest you pay on your home loan, the money in the 100 per cent offset account effectively
reduces the balance of your loan, so you only pay interest on $110,000.

The poorer cousin to the 100-per-cent offset account is the partial offset account. When you put
cash into a partial offset account, you only offset the home loan by the difference between the
interest charged on your home loan and the interest earned on your savings account.

Use credit cards with interest-free days
You can use your credit card to pay bills and keep your money in your offset account longer.
Every day that your money is in your offset account is another day that interest is being
calculated on a lower home-loan balance. As soon as you take money out of your offset account,
interest is being charged on a higher loan amount.
Pay all your major bills on your credit card, and take full advantage of your interest free days (as
well as any reward points you may have), and pay off your credit card out of your offset account
just before your interest-free days are up. This way, you have left the maximum amount of cash
in your offset account for the maximum amount of time, and have interest on your loan calculated
on a lower loan balance for that time.
You can also use this principal with all-in-one facilities.
All-in-one loans
All-in-one loan accounts allow you to pay your salary and extra income such as rent directly into
the loan account, and effectively combine all your accounts such as loan, cheque, and savings
accounts into one. This obviously brings down the amount you owe and as such, reduces the
amount that interest is calculated on thus allowing you to pay off your loan more quickly. Any
amount above your minimum monthly repayment can be accessed from your all-in-one account,
much the same as normal transaction accounts.
To take further advantage of this system, most lenders will allow you to connect a credit card to
your all-in-one account. You should try and keep the maximum amount of money in the loan
account for the maximum amount of time, as interest is calculated daily but charged monthly.
You could pay most of your major bills and expenses by credit card and take full advantage of
the interest-free period. You then clear your credit card once per month, preferably just before or
just after your next lot of income has been added to the all-in-one account. This means that you
have kept the majority of your income in the loan account for the longest time, have gained some
more frequent flyer points, and have effectively used a credit facility to keep the wolves at bay
while not paying interest on your credit card bills.
All-in-one or offset-account loans are generally a little more expensive by way of rate and fees,
however, they give you more flexibility by having all your regular funds offset the loan amount for
interest calculations.
In summary, all-in-one loans or 100-per-cent offset loans allow you to use your loan as your key
financial product and your savings and income to reduce the amount of interest you pay. Having
a loan ‘account’ where you can deposit all of your income and draw on for living expenses can
make a huge difference to the speed at which you pay off your loan.
Because your whole pay effectively goes into your loan account, you are reducing the principal
on which interest is charged every day.

Pay fortnightly or weekly
Most loan repayments are calculated on a monthly basis. Most lenders, however, will give you
the option of repaying your loan monthly, fortnightly, or even weekly. By paying your loan off
weekly or fortnightly, you essentially get the equivalent of one extra month's repayment each
year.
How does this work? Ok, let's say your minimum monthly repayment is $1200. You make twelve
lots of monthly $1200 repayments each year as there are 12 months in the year, giving you a
total of $14,400 in loan repayments for that year.
If you halved your monthly repayment, so that you were paying $600 per fortnight, you would be
making 26 payments of $600 each year. As there are 26 fortnights in a year, your total
repayments for that year paying fortnightly would be $15,600; the equivalent of one month's
repayment extra.
This extra repayment is helping to pay down your principal more quickly. If you paid fortnightly
instead of monthly on a $150,000 loan over a 25-year loan term, with an interest rate of 6.57 per
cent per annum, you could take just under 5 years off your loan and save about $52,000 in
interest costs.
Paying weekly will also give you the same sort of savings as you will still get the equivalent of
one month's extra repayment in each year.
Making the same repayments when interest rates reduce
If interests rates go down, make sure your repayment doesn't go down with them. If you've been
used to paying a certain amount on a regular basis, then you won't miss it. If you can maintain
your repayment even if rates go down, you will save time and money in interest repayments.
One of the simplest ways to repay your loan more quickly is to refinance your loan to a lower
rate, but don't change the amount of your repayment. Continue to make payments at your old
'higher' rate.
This will allow you to pay off more of the principal with each payment, and will allow you to pay
off your loan earlier. If you refinanced a loan of say $150,000 from an interest rate of 6.57 per
cent to say 5.97 per cent, but continued to make repayments at the rate of 6.57 per cent, you
could potentially shave over 2.8 years off your loan, and as much as $35,800 in repayments.
You don't necessarily have to change lenders. Most lenders will let you conduct a 'loan variation'
to change from one product to another for as little as $100 to $300.
Most lenders also have a suite of products, and if you don't need a loan with all the bells and
whistles, a simple cheaper loan product may be more beneficial for you.
If you do decide to change lenders, find out what, if any, incentives the new lender will give you
to get your business. Competition among lenders is at unprecedented levels. They are all dead
keen to get your business. Try twisting their arm a little bit. Asking your lender for half a
percentage point off their rate might not work, but see whether they will give you a break on
establishment costs or ongoing fees.

Cutback on some minor luxuries
This is the bit you don't want to read. Once you have a loan, you may need to have a few less
luxuries in your life, depending on how quickly you want to pay off your loan. Unless you are a
professional investor who can get higher returns than the equivalent benefit of your loan interest
rate, perhaps your extra money should go to reducing your principal and saving you money in the
long run. The easiest way is to do a budget and make comparisons on the difference making
various amounts of extra repayments will have on the overall time it will take you to repay your
loan. That way you'll know what the effect is of putting some extra dollars into your loan rather
than spending it on that weekly massage, car magazine, or KFC Bucket.
Double or multiple incomes
Another strategy for paying a loan off quickly if you have two or more income streams, is to
dedicate one income directly into the loan, and live off the other one.
The benefit of doing this is again that you never see the money from the income stream going
into the loan, and therefore won't adjust your lifestyle to spend more. You also have the peace of
mind that each time the salary is being paid to you, it's being used to pay off your loan at a much
faster rate than if you were just meeting the minimum monthly repayments.
Structuring your loan
If you have a few loans you need to make sure you are paying off the right one. As a general rule
it always best to pay off your personal loans before any loans that may offer tax deductions or
offsets.
Consolidate
One of the best ways of ensuring you can continue to pay off your loan quickly is to protect
yourself against interest rate rises. And if your home loan rate starts to rise, you can be
absolutely positive of one thing - all of your other loans will increase in cost. Your personal loan
rate will rise and so will your credit card rate and any hire purchase rate you may happen to
have.
Another thing you can be certain of is that the rate you are paying on your credit card and
personal loan will be much higher than your home loan. Many lenders will allow you to
consolidate all of your debt under the umbrella of your home loan. This means that instead of
paying 14 or 15 per cent on your credit card, you can transfer this debt to your home loan and
pay about half the interest. You may want to consider refinancing at the same time if you can get
a better interest rate.
If you do decide to consolidate, make sure you don't fool yourself into thinking that you have paid
these debts off. You haven't. You have just transferred them to a cheaper interest rate. Cut up
that credit card or at least reduce the limits on it; don't think you have a free rein to run it back up
to its limit, or you'll find yourself on the debt merry-go-round.
GST for self-employed
If you are self-employed, you may want to look at putting the money you save for your quarterly
GST payment into an offset account for your home loan.
Every day that this money sits in the offset account is another day that interest on your loan is
being calculated on a lesser amount. When it's time to pay GST, you simply transfer the funds
back into your business account and start all over again for the next quarter. You may want to
check with your accountant on the best way to do this, and the effectiveness of so doing.

Pay all your loan fees and charges up front
Some lenders allow you to add to the amount you borrow instead of coming up with cold hard
cash for your upfront costs such as establishment fees, valuation fees and lender's legal costs.
While this can seem a blessing when you take out your loan, try to avoid doing this. Although
these amounts may be small, they will be spread out over the term of the loan, earning interest,
year in year out. Paying them upfront can you save a heap of time and money in the long run.
The other thing you can do straight after getting a loan account is to make your first payment
early. Most lenders will not expect you to make a payment until around 30 days after the loan
settles. Why not make your first payment straight away and effectively be one payment up from
day one? Remember, each day this payment is in there is another day that interest will be
calculated on a lesser amount. You can continue this practice every year by giving your loan an
'anniversary present' and double your monthly repayment for that month every year.
Post loan
Once you have paid off your loan, you will suddenly find yourself with extra money as you no
longer have loan repayments to make. It is often said that we change our lifestyle to suit our
income. If you have lived comfortably without this 'extra' money for so long, why not look at
continuing to invest your repayment amount, or set up a separate savings account or fund for it?
If you've not had it for some time you won't miss it, and it's a good opportunity to increase your
wealth by saving or investing. You can even use this money as deposit for your next investment
property.
Most of the above hints centre around putting extra funds into your loan. Only you can make a
judgment on what is a comfortable compromise between lifestyle and paying off a loan early. You
may be able to pay off your loan in five years, but what's the point if during that time you have
been eating boiled shredded newspaper and making your own dog food? On the other side of
the coin, some short-term pain by way of lifestyle curbing can have a long term gain by allowing
you to live the remainder of your life debt free.
If you come across an unexpected financial windfall, why not give yourself a reward and take
half, and put the other half into your loan? Whatever you decide to do, make sure you update
yourself regularly and see if the loan product you have, or the strategy you are following, best
suits your needs at the time.

FINANCIAL PLANNING – Economic Updates#
ANCIAL

We remind clients that we provide a full range of financial planning services including
investments, savings and retirement plans, life and income protection insurance, superannuation,
super pension and Centrelink age pension analysis using our ‘DomaCom Guided Planning
System’.
Recent History
Australian and global equities experienced a massive sell off at the start of 2016, at one stage it
was the worst start to any year including the great crash years of the 1930’s. Australian large cap
shares (ASX 200) briefly entered a bear market, i.e. down 20% from the recent high.
There was so much negativity in markets early in the year, some of the concerns were: a slowing
China and potential currency devaluation as well as capital flight, a possible recession in the US
and higher US interest rates, falling oil prices and bank exposure to oil related debt, negative
interest rates and the damage that was doing to European banks.
Also Japan surprised markets by adopting negative interest rates and the worry was that there
was going to be competition between central banks for the lowest interest rates which would play
havoc with markets and currencies. However since mid-February, markets have bounced back to
be only a few percent down for the year. Fears of a US recession have eased and the oil price
has rallied by more than $10 a barrel.
Given the fear in markets and influence of negative interest rates, there was a very big rally in
bonds to start the year. In Australia, the 10 year government bond yield fell by 0.47% by 10
February. The fixed interest benchmark returned 2.6% from 31 December 2015 to 10 February
2016, the most for a comparable period since 1991 (which was the last recession in Australia).
This was more than the return for the whole of 2015. Yields have risen since then but fixed
interest has been a good performer in 2016.

The Australian share market returned -4.6% for the 3 months to the end of February while
Australian Small Cap Equities did much better with a return of -0.5%. Developed Market global
shares underperformed domestic shares with a return of -7.0% while Emerging Market equities
returned - 7.3%. Global equities underperformed despite the help they received from the
Australian dollar which fell 1.4% versus the US dollar over the period. With bond yields falling, it
should not surprise that Listed Australian Property was a good performer, returning 8.10% for the
period. The Australian fixed interest benchmark returned 2.6% for the 3 months to end of
February while Cash returned 0.57% for the period.
Economy
The US Federal Reserve raised interest rates by 0.25% in December 2015 but this was a nonevent as the rise was widely anticipated
The latest Chinese Data showed exports fell 20.6% in February and imports fell 8.0% from a year
ago. However it is hard to make judgements as the timing of the Chinese New Year massively
distorted the numbers. Markets will be closely watching the data in coming months and it has the
potential to negatively impact markets.
The Australian economy surprised by growing at 3% for the year to December 2015. This
compares to the US at 1.9%, the Eurozone at 1.5% and Japan at 0.5%. This was a really good
result as the slowdown in mining investment is subtracting about 1% off annual GDP growth.
However we do not expect growth to be as high in 2016 with growth likely slipping back to about
2.5%.

Investment Returns

Chart 2: Investment Returns to 29 February 2016 (% p.a.)
Asset Class
1 month
3 months
1 Year
Australian
-1.76
-4.61
-13.73
Shares
Global
-1.65
-7.04
-3.91
Shares
Listed
2.86
8.10
6.40
Property
Fixed
1.03
2.61
2.96
Interest
Source: Mercer
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FINANCE
Thinking of buying a new vehicle?
We remind clients that car dealers play many tricks with new car prices, trade values and inhouse finance in order to spruik up their ‘deal’ and at the same time extract maximum profit. We
are in a position to advise you on how to get the best actual deal when trading.

Planning points:


Find your new vehicle / plant



Negotiate a cash price



Call us for effective financing of the deal

SPECIAL TOPIC – US PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION: Where are we and what does it
mean?

“While the election will dominate headlines short term, it is easy to overstate the significance of
elections on markets and the economy”
As we near the end of primary season, the race to the next US presidential election has been
anything but predictable and dull, and that looks unlikely to change as we move toward the
general election. With Ted Cruz and John Kasich suspending their campaigns following the
Indiana primary on May 3, the presumptive Republican nominee is Donald Trump. On the
Democratic side, Bernie Sanders has fared better than many expected, but Hillary Clinton
remains on track to secure the nomination. Barring the emergence of a strong third-party
candidate or a major surprise, either Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump will be the next president.
Although the election will dominate headlines over the next six months, it is easy to overstate the
significance of elections on markets and the economy. The president’s power in terms of
domestic issues is highly constrained by constitutional checks and balances. Furthermore, with
the polarization in Washington, both candidates would face significant challenges advancing their
domestic agenda. Nevertheless, this election arguably presents more downside risks than
normal.
A victory by Hillary Clinton could be viewed benignly by the markets. It would likely mean at least
another two years of divided government. The Republicans should maintain control of the House
of Representatives. Democrats could recapture the Senate on Clinton’s coattails, but they are not
likely to reach a 60-seat filibuster-proof majority. As a result, she would have to work with
Republicans to advance her legislative agenda. As for policy, a Hillary Clinton presidency could
be similar to the current Obama administration. Although she has indicated support for higher
taxes on the wealthy, it would be difficult to get any tax increases through Congress, except as
part of comprehensive tax reform. Similarly, if the economy weakens, she could find it difficult to
get a fiscal stimulus program through austerity-minded Congressional Republicans. On trade,
Clinton has supported trade deals in the past, and former President Bill Clinton was a strong
advocate. However, she has recently distanced herself from the proposed Trans-Pacific
Partnership, which was negotiated by the Obama administration. She may be more sympathetic

to protectionist policies than her predecessors, but her views on trade are certainly more
mainstream than those of Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump.
Note: Any member of the Senate can prevent votes on legislation through a procedural tactic
known as a filibuster. It takes 60 of 100 Senate votes to end a filibuster and allow a floor vote.
A Donald Trump presidency has the potential to introduce more downside risks to markets, due
in part to uncertainty regarding his policies and how he might attempt to enact them. His limited
political track record and a lack of policy specifics make it difficult to say what a Trump
presidency might look like. A Trump victory would probably help Republicans keep control of the
Senate. With the House likely to stay in Republican hands regardless of who wins the
presidency, Republicans could control both houses of Congress if Trump wins. Still, Republicans
are unlikely to get the 60-seat filibuster-proof majority in the Senate, as they have 24 seats up for
re-election, compared to just 10 seats for the Democrats. More important, Trump is unlikely to
get Republican support for his more radical proposals, many of which run counter to mainstream
Republican views. Trump could seek to use executive orders and regulatory agencies to sidestep
opposition in Congress, as President Obama has done in recent years, but sweeping changes
would be difficult to enact in this way.
Aspects of Trump’s domestic agenda could be viewed favourably by markets. He has supported
broad tax reform. Some provisions of his tax plan could appeal across party lines, such as
simplifying the tax code, reducing taxes on the middle class, and incentivising businesses to
repatriate foreign cash holdings to reinvest in the US. However, his tax plans as presented would
also dramatically reduce government revenues, and even though he has indicated that he would
reduce government spending, he has not provided specifics. Should the economy falter over the
next two years, one potential advantage for Trump is that he could find it easier to persuade
Republicans in Congress to support fiscal stimulus. On monetary policy, Trump stated that he
probably would not re-appoint Janet Yellen, a Democrat, as chair of the Federal Reserve when
her term ends in February 2018, preferring a Republican to fill the role. This does not seem to
reflect dissatisfaction with her leadership, as Trump voiced support for the Fed’s low interest rate
policy. Nevertheless, this would be another source of uncertainty for markets.
Most concerning to markets could be Trump’s views on foreign policy and trade. The Constitution
and precedent give the president more influence on foreign than domestic policy. Although
Trump’s views on immigration receive a lot of attention, many of his policies could prove difficult
to implement. His unabashed support for protectionist trade policies offers a potentially bigger
risk to the US and the global growth outlook — and by extension, markets. Trump has expressed
his opposition to existing trade treaties and could potentially seek to exit them. The ability of the
president to revoke international trade treaties without Congressional approval is untested and
subject to legal wrangling. Regardless, he may find support among Democrats for his trade
agenda. Furthermore, the administration can retaliate for “unfair” trade practices by trading
partners (including currency manipulation) under existing laws, which could be interpreted
broadly. Trump’s threat to pull back American military power from abroad could also increase
geopolitical risks.
We expect that a Clinton victory would be neutral for markets. Downside risks are probably
materially higher if Trump is victorious. A poll of economists conducted by the Wall Street Journal
in March showed that 83% saw either somewhat higher or significant downside risks to their
baseline growth expectation if Trump is elected, compared to just 28% for Clinton. Nevertheless,
investors should resist the temptation to over-react to ebbs and flows in the election season.
Ultimately, the US president’s power is constrained; checks and balances should prevent
extreme policies from being enacted.
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Looking beyond this election cycle, the growing support for populist views is a concern. Inflationadjusted income for middle and lower income households has declined since 2000, and this
helps to explain the strong performance of both Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders. Rising
hostility toward trade and immigration could endure. Corporate profits, which remain near a
record high share of GDP, have also come under greater scrutiny in this cycle.
Similar trends are also apparent outside the US. European countries have seen rising support for
extremist parties amid dissatisfaction with economic growth and immigration. The UK will be
deciding on June 23 whether to stay in the European Union in the “Brexit” vote. Central banks
around the globe are experimenting with radical monetary policies in thinly disguised attempts to
devalue their currencies to increase export share. A shift toward protectionism both in the US
and abroad presents downside risks to long-term global economic growth. Most economists
believe that trade improves global growth and standards of living. This should, by extension, also
help aggregate equity returns. Efforts to reduce trade could worsen the growth outlook,
particularly for export-oriented emerging market economies. This is a long-term risk to be
monitored.
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AND FINANCIAL PLANNERS. THE ISSUES RAISED ARE OF A GENERAL NATURE ONLY AND ARE NOT MEANT TO BE TAKEN AS ADVICE OR RECOMMENDATIONS AS THEY ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE AND MAY BE UNSUITABLE TO YOUR SPECIFIC CIRCUMSTANCES. YOU SHOULD SEEK PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING, TAXATION, FINANCIAL PLANNING AND / OR LEGAL ADVICE
BEFORE ACTING ON ANY OF THE MATTERS RAISED HEREIN. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY THE LAW, NASH SOLUTIONS PTY LIMITED, LIFESPAN FINANCIAL PLANNING PTY LIMITED,
MERCER, OTHER CONTRIBUTORS AND REFERENCES AND ALL OFFICERS AND STAFF OF THESE ENTITIES DO NOT ACCEPT ANY LIABILITY TO ANY PERSON ACTING ON THE BASIS OF THE
CONTENTS OF THIS NEWSLETTER
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View past Nash Solutions newsletters

“Cashflow is critical for business growth and survival. Is
your business generating the returns you require and is it
maximising your wealth?”
Nash Solutions Business Services can assist you with:
Accounting, book-keeping and day to day
business administration services
Taxation advice, including:

Year-end tax planning

CGT and business rollovers

GST

Negative Gearing
Small Business advice, including:

Structuring

Incorporation and company secretarial
services

New business start up

Business acquisitions and valuations

Business Sale
Tax return and BAS preparation
Superannuation, including:

Self Managed

Employer Superannuation Funds

CGT rollovers on sale of business

Business analysis, including:

Financial Analysis

Management accounting
Business planning, including:

Financial Analysis

Management accounting
Financing, including:

Review of current finance
arrangements

Equipment and motor vehicle finance
Computerised Records, including:

Accounting related assistance
generally

MYOB software and computer support

Banklink
Audits

Self Managed Super Funds

Clubs and Associations

Companies

“Savings plans are necessary to ensure sufficient funds
are available for your retirement. Will you live the
comfortable retirement you dream of?”
Nash Solutions Financial Planning Services can assist you with:
Children’s education plans, including

Imputation Bonds
Direct Share Investment
Superannuation, including:

Individuals

Employer group policies

Self Managed Superannuation Funds
Personal Insurance, including:

Life

Total & Permanent Disablement

Income Protection

Finance, including:

Debt consolidation

Housing & Commercial Loans

Investment Loans

Vehicle, Plant & Equipment
Wealthvue retirement and lifestyle
planning analysis

Income streams and capital
drawdowns

Centrelink benefit planning and
analysis for age pension retirees
Estate succession planning
Aged Care Planning

“3 in every 4 Australians will be diagnosed with a serious
illness during their working life and will spend many
months off work. Will your family live in poverty?”

